98 kawasaki bayou 300

Registration is fast and you can even login with social network accounts to sync your profiles
and content. After a few minutes of test driving it, it lost all gears. It just sits there and can even
be pushed in any gear just like it was in neutral. Would a slipping clutch cause that or is there
something else I should check out first? I pulled the clutch adjustment plate off to give that a
try, but the 12mm nut will turn, but the bolt is seized to the washers. It smokes a bit and was
thinking about putting rings in it, but unsure now if something major is wrong. I got this and a
KLF as a package deal and drove this about one mile before this happened. This one wouldn't
start when I picked it up and was bought as is so I was unaware of any clutch slipping issues.
Have you changed the oil recently? My bayou used to drive terrible when the oil was getting
ready to be changed. Then like a new bike with new oil in it. I always used wet clutch oil. Not
standard 10w Hope it helps. Old oil even in cars can cause issues. I was getting a tranny slip in
my Chevy and just changed the fluid, problem went away. Fluid was black that came out instead
of red. Doug Davis. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to
post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible.
Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor.
Upload or insert images from URL. Not a member? Kawasaki ATV Forum. Join our Forum! Sign
in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with Microsoft. Reply to this
topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. PeiFamily 0 Posted May 9, Posted May 9, I was in
2nd gear when it died completely. Link to post Share on other sites. Ajmboy Posted May 12,
Posted May 12, Doug Davis 10 Posted July 15, Posted July 15, Ofs47 0 Posted July 23, Posted
July 23, Posted July 25, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this
topic Insert image from URL. Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Similar Tagged Content. Doubt
Rear hand brake and Reverse function Restoration bayou in Brasil. Hello, I am restoring a bayou
here in Brazil, I have a question regarding the rear brake activated by the lever on the left side.
The ex-owner connected it in place of the reverse cable and as this is incorrect, could someone
show me through pictures where I correctly connect the rear brake cable? Another thing, every
time you reverse, is it necessary to activate the reverse key? Are these motors the same?
Kawasaki Bayou Firing Issues. Hey I have a Kawasaki buyou I put a new carburetor on it and a
brand new spark plug coil and still firing up could you know what my problem is anyone please.
I had a quad fall in my lap a couple weeks ago. The only things I knew about it was it was a
Kawasaki Bayou , was in pretty rough shape and was free. I couldn't say no to a fun little
project. I've been looking a different ATV forums gathering quite a bit of info and decided this
was the one I wanted to join. Thanks to this forum, I found the VIN under about an inch of mud
and cross referenced it to be a ' It had been sitting outside for at least 5 years and was told it
ran when parked, but had no brakes. Squirrels or mice had been chewing on the handlebar
controls and it's generally just kind of beat up. So far, I've gone through the carb not near as
bad as I expected , freed up the brakes will probably need new cables , replaced the spark plug,
air filter, petcock and put a new battery in it. The gas tank had been empty and looked clean so I
put some fresh gas in it and tried to crank it today. I got a neutral light, but the starter button did
nothing. I tried pull-starting it and it wouldn't fire. I checked the plug and wasn't getting a spark.
I started digging and found some potential issues and some definite problems. I have a wiring
diagram I found on here but it's just a picture or scan out of a book and hard to read. First, it
that a factory crimp? One of those wired looks like it goes to the connector in the 2nd pic. Is
that just a spade lug type connector? I pulled on it with some needle nose pliers but it didn't
seem to want to come off. In the 3rd pic, should there be a fourth wire? I've read through and
bookmarked the threads Andrew Baker and Arizona have going but I figured I needed to start
with these obvious issues first. I have lots of pictures, so if there is something else you want to
see, just ask. If I don't already have a pic, I'll take one. Winch attachment on 94 Kawasaki KFL I
was going to attempt to attach a winch but seem to have a problem do to the frame
configuration. Any ideas or suggestions from past experiences? Friday evening went riding,
rode for a good hour or so everything was fine. I went to take a short ride to the restroom less
than yds away and all of the sudden everything flickered and then just died out. Accompanying
the problem I noticed the killswitch completely locked up. Once daylight hit took the killswitch
apart to find it had shorted out and melted the plastic inside. Has anyone else had anything
similar to this and if so what did you do to fix the situation? I have a new killswitch on the way
to replace the obvious problem but was wondering could there be a bigger issue at hand. We
tested with a voltage meter to make sure everything was still getting power from the battery and
as far as we could tell it was. Bayou Top end rebuild: NO start. Could be timing? Hey there all,
First off thanks for the board. My Bayou has survived 3 teenagers and is on its 4th now. Now
that I have it all back together, it fails to start. I've pulled the starter rope until my arm is tired.
So I will be as detailed as possible and hopefully get some help. Completed: -New Head gasket
-New Valve seals -New piston standard -New rings standard -All new seals -Cleaned up head

and valves didn't do any resurfacing, as it all cleaned up pretty easy -All torqued to spec -Piston
ring gaps all checked out -Valve clearances Intake:. Not too tight, not too loose. Will NOT from
carb and or intake valve. Here are my questions and concerns: -I didn't realize dummy me that
there are 2 TDC's. How do I know if I'm on the right one? I just aligned the cam gear dimple with
the cam and put it in. No alignment. Thanks ahead of time. No registered users viewing this
page. Sign In Sign Up. Make Kawasaki. Model Brute Force 4x4i. In addition to popular Aztec Red
and Woodsman Green, and two camouflage patterns, the Brute Force 4x4i is now available in
all-new Galaxy Silver, further highlighting the aggressive angular lines of this Kawasaki
flagship. Simply put, the Brute Force 4x4i is the most powerful, high-performance model in its
class, offering a superior balance of rider comfort and convenience features. Built with
adventure enthusiasts and sportsmen in mind, it? The Brute Force 4x4i is powered by
Kawasaki? Displacing cc, it features Electrofusion-plated aluminum cylinders, a reverse-facing
air intake, 34mm downdraft carburetors, straight intake tracts, and four valves per cylinder. It
also features a high-efficiency radiator mounted high in the chassis where it is best protected
from mud and debris. To assist with braking, the engine features the Kawasaki Engine Brake
Control, which helps to slow the ATV when traversing steep downhills. The Brute Force 4x4i
transfers power from its V-twin engine to the wheels through a continuously variable
transmission CVT featuring high and low range, plus reverse, and by pressing a button on the
handlebar, the rider can also select two- or four-wheel-drive operation. In four-wheel-drive
mode, the Brute Force utilizes a limited-slip front differential, which eases steering effort under
most riding conditions. The rider can also engage the Variable Front Differential Control to
deliver torque equally to the right and left front wheels for maximum traction. Similar to U-joints,
Cardan joints help absorb torque fluctuations to the drive shaft, and its lightweight design helps
to reduce vibration. The rear final gear case and sealed rear braking system have been
redesigned in conjunction with the new IRS. Smaller and more compact, the gear case is
extremely rugged and efficient. Dual front discs and Kawasaki? The rear braking system? The
Brute Force 4x4i utilizes a simple, yet sturdy double-cradle frame. Model Prairie 4X4. Auto 4x4 Like its big brother, the Prairie 4x4 has full time four-wheel drive and is equipped with the
easy-to-use continuously variable transmission CVT that eliminates shifting. With sturdy
construction, excellent ergonomics and many other convenient features, the Prairie 4x4 ATV is
designed to out-perform all other models in its class. And it comes in Firecracker red or Hunter
green color schemes. The Kawasaki Prairie 4x4 ATV is easy to ride and features superior
off-road performance and lightweight handling characteristics, high-quality construction,
refined styling and class-leading power and utility. Model Bayou 4X4. When you've got
adventure in mind, count on the Bayou 4x4 to get you there. This versatile, multi-purpose
vehicle is comfortable handling the toughest job. With essential features like full-time
four-wheel drive, a wide ratio transmission with dual-range transfer case, plus extra-low gears
for crawling up steep trails or plowing through deep bogs, you can be confident in completing
the task. And the Bayou 4x4 has a limited-slip front differential that improves traction while still
allowing tight turns with ease. So what if your path is strewn with boulders - a steel front skid
plate and low maintenance shaft drive means you can go forth without worrying. We have
financing available on everything we sell, so make sure to fill out an online credit application
and you will be contacted immeditaely! Fully serviced! Great Quad for work or play! Model
Bayou 4x4. The middleweight choice in Kawasaki? It combines a plush ride courtesy of its
competent front and rear independent suspension with a superb four-wheel drive system and a
durable and powerful cubic-centimeter V-twin engine to deliver a knock-out blow to its
challengers. Model Bayou 4X2. Come take a look today! Model Bayou 2x4. Ready for summer
work! Model Prairie The Prairie offers dependable utility and great towing capacity in a mid-size
ATV that is both fun and affordable to operate. With disc brakes, shaft drive and a CVT
transmission, the Prairie is value-priced yet packed with features. Power for the Prairie ATV
comes from an air-cooled, single-cylinder, four-stroke engine displacing cc. Power is then
transferred through Kawasaki? With high and low forward gears plus reverse, the CVT enables
the engine to operate in its optimal rpm range, giving the rider maximum torque regardless of
speed or riding conditions. The Prairie ATV utilizes dependable shaft final drive, while stopping
power is provided by dual front disc brakes and Kawasaki? For additional stopping power, the
Prairie features the Kawasaki Engine Brake Control, which uses engine compression to help
slow the ATV in technical maneuvers such as crawling at low speeds over rocks or descending
steep downgrades. The Prairie rides on supple MacPherson strut front suspension with 6. It
also features a large, comfortable saddle and full-sized floor boards with adjustable footpegs for
maximum comfort. Plus, steel front and rear cargo racks can carry a combined weight of
pounds. Other conveniences include powerful dual halogen headlights, and a hitch bracket is
standard, so the rider can tow 1, pounds? Model KFX Model Bayou Electric start. Large racks to

haul all your gear. Auto clutch and 5 speed transmission with reverse. Perfect for hunting,
plowing snow, work on the farm or riding the trails. Dealer inspected and certified. This ATV
starts and runs strong. Baton Rouge, LA. Davis, CA. Carthagena, OH. Memphis, TN. Waterford,
MI. Brooksville, FL. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Kawasaki Bayou 4x4. Year Make Kawasaki Model Bayou 4x4. Year Make Kawasaki Model
Bayou 2x4. Year Make Kawasaki Model Prairie Year Make Kawasaki Model Bayou Category Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Kawasaki. This is a great 4-wheeler, i've
had it since i was very young. This worked really well for me, unfortunately i no longer have
time to go out riding so its just collecting dust. Online it suggests i sell it for 4, however it does
need a couple new things like seats and so on. We did just buy a new battery, a new carburetor
and breaks. I've never had a problem with it running or riding it. It does have a foot gear shift,
but at 13 i had no problems with it. I have always kept it in the shed so weather and sun damage
are minimal. All in All, this is a great bike and im going to be sad to see it go. Model Bayou All
plastic in good shape, tires in good shape, lights and brakes work. Needs carborator either
rebuilt or cleaned. Will crank when pouring gas into the sparkplug hole. But will not stay
cranked. Model Bayou 4x4. This has got to be one of the cleanest atv's around! This Kawasaki
Bayou 4x4 is in great shape, with all of the body panels in awesome condition. Not your normal
cracking and other damage here. You can tell that the previous owner really kept good care of
this Bayou. Had to be kept inside! The seat is also in great shape also, with no rips or tears
anywhere. The tires all of great tread and are ready to roll. The transmission shifts smoothly and
is geared properly. The motor starts right up, and runs super smooth with plenty of power!
Honestly, you would never guess that this atv is a model. Nice to see a great atv like this that is
still in this good of shape. Give us a call at with any questions at all. Davis, CA. Coconut Creek,
FL. Eaton, NH. Waterford, MI. Lebanon, OH. North Fork, CA. Lyles, TN. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Bayou Year - Make - Model -. Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Bayou Year Make Kawasaki Model
Bayou 4x4. Make Kawasaki 3. Category Beta Utility Vehicles 2 Atvs 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The lowest-priced item that
has been used or worn previously. The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully
operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or store return that has
been used. See details for description of any imperfections. Item was early and was exactly as
pictured and neatly packaged. Verified purchas
1985 chevy truck transmission
2008 dodge charger tune up
kikker 5150 wiring diagram
e: Yes Condition: Pre-owned. Skip to main content. The listing you're looking for has ended.
Kawasaki Bayou 4x4 98 Wiring Harness View original item. Sell one like this. We found
something similar. About this product. Pre-owned: Lowest price The lowest-priced item that has
been used or worn previously. Good Usable Condition. No cut wires. See details - Kawasaki
Bayou 4x4 00 Wiring Harness Buy It Now. Add to cart. About this product Product Identifiers
Brand. Show More Show Less. Pre-owned Pre-owned. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most
relevant reviews. Harness Item was early and was exactly as pictured and neatly packaged
Verified purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-owned. Best Selling in Electrical Components. Polaris
Sportsman Speedo Cluster 4. Polaris Sure Power Sportsman Module - 4. Save on Electrical
Components Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days. You may also like.
Windshields for Kawasaki. Fenders for Kawasaki. Complete Engines for Kawasaki. Gas Tanks
for Kawasaki.

